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AUSPI's Response to TRAI Consultation Paper on 

Issues related to Closure of Access Service 

Q.1 Is tlzere a need for modification of tile UASL and CMTS licences i11 line with Clause 
30.3(b) of UL, for those Licensees who lzave liberalized their administratively a llocated 
spectrum? 

t.1 
Q.2 Should discontinuation of services being provided through a particular technology, say 

CDMA, be treated same as discontinuatiou of ally of the service under a Service 
Authorisation as per Clause 30.3(b) of UL? Please provide details along with 
justification. 

& 
Q.3 What other conditions in these 1 icenses Z,e modified so as to keep pace with the 

developments? Please justify your answer. 

AUSPI's Response 

UL license requires separate authorizations for different services therefore the Clause 
~UJ(b) of UL mandates that il: any 'l 'SP wants to discontinue any of the servic~, under a 
service Authorization, then the TSP is required to give at least 60 days notice to 
TRAI/DoT in advance and 30 days notice to the subscribers. 

On the other hand, UASL and CMTS licenses allow operators to provide services 
without having any further requirement of taking a separate specific Authorization and 
hence discontinuance/ closure of service is already covered under the provisions w.r.t. 
surrendering of license and clause 10.3(b) is adequately taking care of the requirement 
to inform the subscribers and TRAI/DoT in advance. Thus, we don't see any 
requirement of modification in the UASL and CMTS license. 

We would further like to submit that as long as an Access service provider continues to 
provide service using any access technology, closure/ discontinuation of any 
one/ existing technology should not be h·eated as surrender of license or 
'discontinuation of services under the respective clauses of UASL and UL. 'The 
UASL/CMTS/UL licenses/authorization allows the operator to choose any technology 
to provide the services. It is the preference of the operator to opt for any technology at 
any given point depends on its business requirement and the prevalent market 
dynamics. 

The telecom sector is moving from technology specific to technology agnostic service 
regime. At this point of time mandating any license or regulatory provisions on the 
basis of choice of technology or change in technology by the TSP to render its services is 
unwarranted. 

The discontinuation of services being provided through a particular technology or 
Upgradation to any new technology for providing services should not be treated as 
complete discontinuation of ser-Vices by a service provider if services are continued to 
be provided using any different technology. 

Since the existing provisions of UASL/CMTS licenses are adequate to take care of 
situations arising on surrendering of license and discontinuation of service, we don't 
see any requirement to modify any of the provisions of the licenses. 
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Q.4 Regarding spectrum tradiug process, tlze Slakeiiolders are requested to comment upon 
the followiug: 

(a) Is tlzere a need to define a t ime-limit for DoT to take into its records the prior 
iutimatio11 given by TSPs regardiHg the spectm m trading? Please suggest time-lines for 
different activ ities within tlze Spectrum Trading Process. 

AUSPI's Response 

We feel that present requirement of joint prior intimation by both the licensees at least 
45 days before the proposed effective date of h·ading is sufficient & working fine and 
there is no need to define a time-limit for DoT to take into its record the proposed 
spech·um h·ading. However, to further facilitate the h·ading process and provide some 
certainty and flexibility to the TSPs and the DoT, we recommend the following: 

1. Any clGt.rificmtion/ demand of duos should be raisod by WPC/ DoT within 30 do.yo of 
receiving joint intimation filed by the licensees. 

n . Trading should be allowed to be made effective from even an earlier date than 45 
days of intimation in case all demands and clarifications are cleared to the 
satisfaction of WPC/DoT at an early date. 

iii. In case final decision is not conveyed by WPC/DoT within the prescribed timeline, 
the Spech·um Trading proposal should be deemed as approved. 

(lJ) Slwultl Lite udvunce uulit.:e periutllu subcriuers' be enhanced frum 30 tluys period to 
say, 60 days, in case of closure of services so that a subscriber has sufficient time to 
consume his talktime balance? Please provide ;ustificatiou to your response. 

AUSPI's Response 

\V~ feel thaL Lhe JO days nollce p~dod is suffkieHL for Lhe subscrlbe1 Lu l:UHi:>UULt: LILt:: 
talk time balance in case of closure of the service due to any reason such as surrender 
of license/ complete discontinuation of services by a TSP. 

Our member TSPs have found that the notice period is sufficient for consumption of 
remaining talk time by the customers. The subscriber has the option to continue with 
the service with the same talktime with the same TSP wherein the balance talk time can 
be carry forwarded by the TSP to the new service account of the subscriber. 

(c) If a TSP is selling its entire spectrum in the LSA and iutends to discontinue its 
access sen1ices being provided to its subscribers, should the TSP give the 60 days' 
advance notice to Liceusor, TRAI and its subscribers, only after the spectrum trading is 
acknowledged by DoT/WPC as suggested i11 Para 23? 

AUSPI's Response 

Allowing a TSP to continue to use a spech·um and the service after h·ading is taken on 
record by WPC/DoT may not be practically possible due to other associated issues such 
as payment of SUC for this extended period etc. To deal with the situation, we 
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recommend that the advance notice period to TRAI, Licensor & subscribers should be 
made co-terminus with the period prescribed for spech·um h·ading process i.e. 45 days. 
This would mean that the notice period to the Licensor, TRAI & subscribers also expires 
on the date the spech·um stands h·ansferred to the buyer TSP. 

(d) Give any other suggestio11 to i111prove the existing Spectmm Tradi11g Process. 

AUSPI's Response 

1. Permit Trading of adminish·atively allocated spectrum. 

2. DoT should not seek any payment or security by way of Bank Guarantee against 
demands which are stayed due to legal process. 

3. Lock-in of two years for selling a spech·um acquired through Trading or Auction 
should be reduced to one (01) year. This will be in line with recent NIA (Auction 
2016) condition regarding Spech·um sharing which allows sharing of spech·um 
acquired through auction only c;1ftex one year of it:> acquisition. 

4. Processing fee of Rs 50,000/- only be charged for Trading to be consistent wilh 
spectrum sharing, M&A & liberalization guidelines and Levy of Transfer fee (1% of 
h·ansaction amount) from h·ading of Access Spectrum should be done away with. 

5. The h·ansaction amount i.e. the amount received by seller from the buyer should not 
form a part of AGR for the purpose of levying License Fee & SUC. Alternatively, on 
a worst case basis, only the capital gains i.e. sale proceeds from spectrum trading 
less the cost of acquisition (including cost of liberalization of adminislrall e 
spech·um) may be considered for purposes of License Fee and SUC. 

6. Trading Guidelines should include that Government will undertake harmonization 
exercise to make the spech·um holdings contiguous, if the situation pursuant to 
spectrum trading warrants the same. Harmonization may not be required on 
h·ading of adminish·ative spectrum. 

Q.5 What mechanism slwuld be put in place to ensure that subscribers are informed about 
the closure of services/cha11ge of access technology trausparell tly and effectively by the 
TSPs? Should TSPs be directed to follow a specified mode of communication(s) as 
detailed in para 30 for informing subscribers or what could be other mode of 
coJmnunicatious? 

AUSPI's Response 

At the outset, we would like to submit that the change/ up gradation of technology 
should not be h·eated similar to the closure of service. Any TSP continuing to provide 
services either by change or upgradation of existing technology would like to retain its 
subscribers and take all possible measures to inform the subscribers of the options 
available along with the process required to be followed. Hence there is no requirement 
of prescribing any particular mode of communication for informing or communicating 
with the subscribers in such cases. 
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We feel that the prov1s10ns under the license(s) are adequate to ensure that the 
subscribers are informed in advance regarding closure of service. Operators have 
adopted various means to communicate the information to the subscribers through 
digital media which are known to the customers as well. Therefore, we don't agree that 
a particular mode specifically the paper based publication should be mandated. We 
recommend that TRAI should not mandate TSPs to choose print media or paper based 
communication for any kind of information and digital means should be promoted 
which would be in line with the vision of Digital India of the Government. 

Thus, we suggest that the current mechanism and willingness of the TSP to retain its 
subscriber are sufficient towards communication to the subscribers and there is no 
requirement of mandating any particular mode of communication in this regard. 
TRAI should encourage the digital means of communications instead of mandating 
any conventional paper based publication method. 

Q.6 Will it be appropriate that the responsibility of verification of ti1ne-period elapsed 
since the last porting (i.e. 90 days period) be shifted from MNPSP to the Donor 
Operator so that subscribers' port-out requests are accepted irrespective of his af?e on 
lletwork in case of closure o( services? 

AUSPI's Response 

Yes. We firmly believe that the responsibility of verification of time-period elapsed 
since the last porting (i.e. 90 days period) be completely shifted from MNPSP to the 
Donor Operator. This will allow the donor operator to ensure successful port out of the 
subscribers who haven't completed 90 days in its network and willing to port to any 
other service provider due to the closure of services by the donor operator. 

It is pertinent to mention that any subscriber with a porting history has two different 90 
days period. One with the MNPSP where his 90 days period start from the last date of 
porting and another with the donor operator where the 90 days period starts from Lhe 
date of activation of the service (Positive 'l'VP). Hence, to remove this anomaly it is 
required that the responsibility to verify AON<YU days should be given only to the 
donor operator and not to the MNPSPs. 

Q.7 In case a TSP clzauges the access services technology and asks his subscribers to 
migrate to newer technology, sltould tlze tariff protection, carry-over of unused talk
time balance alld benefits be extended to such subscribers upon migration to new 
technology for tlze contracted period? 

AUSPI's Response 

When a TSP changes the access service technology, then it is in the interest of that TSP 
to retain all of its subscribers for providing service using the newer technology. In order 
to achieve the same, the TSP itself offers similar or even better benefits to the 
subscribers so that they migrate to the new technology instead of opting out MNP and 
churn to other TSP. Some of the measures the service provider takes in order to ensure 
that the subscriber remain in its network and migrate to the newer or some other 
technology services are as follows: 
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a) The talk time value of the subscriber gets carry forwarded if the subscriber 
migrates to new technology. 

b) If extension of the same tariff benefits is not feasible, then the service providers 
on their own offer equivalent/ similar benefits to avoid churn of the subscriber. 

c) In case of conh·acted offers, the service provider either offer other equivalent 
tariff plans in new technology and migrate the subscriber in this plan with his 
consent or return the amount charged to the subscriber on pro rata basis for the 
remaining conh·act period. 

We would like to submit that the cost of offering the same benefit depends on the 
chosen technology. A specific service offering in one technology cannot be 
compared with offering of the same service in a different technology. However, 
service provider ensures that the subscriber gets equivalent benefit under the new 
technology regime for the value which the subscriber had for his benefits in the 
earlier technology. It is in the interest of the TSP to offer such benefit in the new 
technology to encourage a high proportion of existing subscribers to migrate into 
this new service. 

In case of any contracted offer wherein an advance rental or one-time payment is 
charged, TSPs should either be allowed to migrate the subscriber to other plans 
with his/her consent offering similar/ equivalent benefits under new service/ 
technology or alternatively, the TSP should be allowed to return the amount on pro 
rata basis. 

We would also like to submit that there would be cases where the operator starts 
offering serviCe using a new technology while continuing to offer services with its 
existing one. In such cases, the operator should not be required to continue the 
subscribers' existing tariff if subscriber chooses to opt for the new service. 

Any kind of mandate or regulatory provisions are not required in this 
competitive scenario wherein it is in the interest of TSPs themselves to protects 
the interest of their customers by offering equivalent benefits so that the 
BubB~ribcrs rcn:1D.ins in it" nctwoJ.'k ln.,Lc.Ad of dwo"i1lg olh~.r uvc:lctlul::. Lluuugh 
MNP. 

Q.S How mucl1 ti111e period should be given to the subscribers to port-out after closm·e of 
commercial services i.e. for how long the system should remain active to facilitate 
portiug? Slzould the validity of tlle UPC in such cases coincide w ith such tim.e period? 

AUSPI's Response 

It is suggested that the subscriber should be given one month time from the date of such 
closure of the service. In this duration, the subscriber can either opt for the new 
technology of that TSP as a new subscriber or he can port out to other service provider. 
To facilitate the port out till 1 month, the UPC of such subscriber should be valid till 
that period irrespective of the date of UPC generation. 
We would also like to submit that before the final closure of the service, the TSP should 
be allowed to generate the UPC for all such subscribers who haven't opted for the 
upgraded services and also not generated the UPC so that once the service gets closed 
and such subscriber wants the UPC in order to port out, the same can be provided by 
the service provider to that subscriber after due validation of the subscriber. 
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Q.9 What other cluwges should be made in Llle MNP Regulation to ensure smooth bulk 
porti11g-out of tire subscribers in tile event of closure of access seroices or change of 
access technology by any TSP? 

Q.11 Is there a need for an altema tive mechanism to MNP for bulk transfer of subscribers 
from oue TSP to other TSP(s)? If yes, please give suggestions. 

& 
Q.12 Should a TSP be allowed to transfer its subscribers, who have not beeu able to port-out 

to other TSPs before closure of seroice, to another TSP whenever the seroices being 
reudered by that TSP are going to be discontinued? What can be associated issues and 
challenges? Please provide details. 

AUSPI's Response 

Bulk porting or bulk h·ansfer of subscribers from one TSP to other TSP(s) is not a 
phPnomPnnn PnvisnePrl in nny nf thP provision nf thP MNP Rr:>gnlationli . The 
fundamental concept of MNP is to ensure that the subscribers are able to choose the 
services uf Ute TSPs uf their CHOICE while cuntinuirtg with their mobil~ fltitnbers. 
Thus, we don't suggest that there should be any mechanism to facilitate or encourage 
the bulk porting or bulk h·ansfer of subscribers from one TSP to other TSP(s). 

The h·ansfer of a subscriber from one TSP to another TSP is being done as per the 
provisions of the MNP Regulations. It would not be appropriate to allow any TSP to 
h·ansfer its subscribers in bulk to another TSP in any situation including closure of 
services. This will not only go against the choice of the subscriber(s) but also create non 
level playing field and discrimination amongst the other TSPs. 

WP 'itrnngly rPrnmmPnn thilt in ;my 'iihtiltion inrhuling rli~contl ' ation of thi 
services, bulk porting ot subscribers should not be allowed. We also recommend 
some changes as follows in the MNP Regulations to ensure the smooth porting out of 
the subscribers in the event of closure of the access services or change of access 
technology by any TSP: 

1. The rejection due to AON<90 days should be removed at the level of 
MNPSP and it should only be allowed to the donor operator. 

n. The donor operator should be allowed to generate ·upc from the system 
for all such subscriber who neither generated the UPC on their own nor 
opted for the new technology. 

iii. The date of such UPC code should be valid for one more month from the 
date of closure of the service to ensure smooth port out of the remaining 
subscribers. 

Q.10 Will it be appropriate that tile change of teclmology within a licensee (TSP in a given 

LSA) be removed from the definitiou of MNP? 

AUSPI's Response 

The existing MNP Regulation defines MNP between two different TSPs or between two 
different technology services of a TSP. With the advent in technology and high data 
speed requirement of the subscribers, TSPs are upgrading their existing networks to 
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high speed data services e.g. 3G, 4G LTE. These upgrades are happening through tariff 
change and change of SIM (if required). 

We suggest that any upgrade from one service to another (2G/3G to 3G/4G) or 
downgrade (4G/3G to 3G/2G) should not come under the purview of MNP. 

Q.13 If there are a11y otlzer issues relevant to tile subject, stakelzolders may submit the same, 
witlz proper explanation awl justification. 

AUSPI's Response 

The acquisition of any TSP by another TSP or the merger of two TSPs cannot consh·ue 
as the closure of the service. In these two scenarios, the subscriber of one 'l'SP will be 
acquired by another TSP unlike the oituution of opectrum h'uding. 
In such scenario where subscribers of one TSP are acquired by another TSP, the issue of 
MNP do~sn' t ilrise, n 'i!ither the requirement to follm..,, tho providono rolatod to cloome of 
service. However, there would be some issues come post merger when the subscriber 
wants to port out. 

As per the current process implemented by the MNPSPs, the recipient operators are 
required to choose the operator code of the donor operator at the time of making the 
MNP request. Such operator codes are linked with the respective LRN of that operator 
by the MNPSPs. In case the recipient operator chooses the wrong operator code, then 
the request gets rejected at the level of MNPSPs. 

l\ftl'1• lltl'l'gl'r U1'Hl A~q_ufgftim"l. of tvvo TtJPg, rh 1'~ will b !!ltuMlol'l. here Llte ilL~1geJ 
entity will have multiple LRN and hence multiple operator code. I£ subscriber of such 
merged entity approaches any other TSP (the recipient) for MNP and if that TSP chose 
the wrong operator code then the MNP process for that subscriber will never get 
initiated as it will keep getting rejected at the level of MNPSPs. 
The logic of putting operator code and linking the same with the respective LRN is to 
ensure that at the time of make-break of the subscriber the break LRN and make LRN 
information should be available with the MNPSP. 

In view of the above, we suggest that the check of correct donor operator code (and 
hence the LRN) should also be removed from the MNPSPs and the request should be 

·pass on to the operator having multiple LRN. It will be the responsibility of that 
operator to check in its system the correct LRN against that MDN and if the port out 
request gets accepted, provide that LRN detail to the MNPSP so that it can be used 
during make-break process. This will ensure that the port out request would not get 
rejected merely because of wrong operator code for the cases where one operator has 
multiple LRNs. 

Thus, we request TRAI to consider our above mentioned request and to amend the 
MNP guidelines accordingly. 

************** 
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